Abstract: The purpose of this article is not only to get new knowledge but also shown on the automation and robotics at Slovak University of Technology -Department of production devices and systems in Trnava. The automation and robotics are oriented to different devices, but I will focus to intelligent assembly cell. In this contribution, the assembly workspace of this cell is solved. I will focus to hardware equipment such are sensory devices and their allocation in this assembly workspace.
Introduction
What is the automation? In the dictionaries we can find this term as "automation is the technique, method or system of operating or controlling a process by highly automatic means, as by electronic devices, reducing human intervention to a minimum.
[1]"
In the concrete of this our case is possible to say, that the automation is "the creation and application of technological procedure and device to monitor and control the production (in this case assemblage) and delivery of products and necessary service." The purposes:
• the optimization and after the increase of productivity,
• the higher quality of products,
• the reduce of costs,
• the shortening of production times,
• the shortening of transport times,
• the realization of predictable quality levels. Automation efforts have to include computing, storage and network resources for it to be effective. Automation involves a very wide range of technologies including robotics and expert systems, electro-optics, telemetry and communications, process measurement, control measurement, sensors, wireless applications, systems integration and also test measurement.
In our institute we are also interested in automation and robotics. We are working with different devices and robots which include the intelligent assembly cell (you can see this cell in the figure 1). Fig.1 Intelligent assembly cell in Department of production devices and systems Each device consists of software and hardware equipment. In this contribution I will target the hardware equipment, where I will focus mainly to sensory equipment-devices in assembly workspace of this cell as you can see in the figure 2. Fig. 2 The assembly workspace of intelligent assembly cell, Source: Department laboratory.
Sensory devices

What is a sensor?
A sensor is a device what detects and responds to some type of input from the physical environment. The specific inputs can be light, heat, moisture, pressure, motion or the other environmental phenomena. The output is usually a signal what is converted to human-readable display at the sensor location or is transmitted electronically over a network for reading or further processing.
It is possible to say, that the unit interfacing the environment, that realizes sensing (measurement) of such quantities, will be called a sensor.
The advantages of sensing for machines or robots:
• everything what the human senses can do, • without handicaps (glasses, hearing aid),
• telescope, microscope,
• with ability to use human sensory aids, • stethoscopes, • sound amplifiers,
• hearing outside (Hz range),
• active vision (radar or laser range),
In the figure 3 there is chain scheme of control, commanding and regulation as well. Fig. 3 Control, commanding, regulation
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In the figure 4 you can see the relations between sensory device, the relational units and also properties of these units.
Fig. 4 Sensory device and its relations
The selection of sensory devices
The selection of sensory devices consists of some general steps. These steps are necessary for choice of the appropriate sensory devices (see in the figure 5.) Fig.5 The general steps for the selection of appropriate sensory devices
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One of the most important parts of appropriate sensors selection is that we have to summarize some aspects to a few analyses such as the characteristic of needs information, the analysis of devices or fixtures, a definition of appropriate accuracy and also output information, price relation, compatibility, consideration of some opportunities of extension.
The next was to prepare other important requirements which depend on distance, contact, pressure, the object material, consideration of environment, allocation and built-up space as well.
After this step we can get the shortlist of appropriate sensory devices from a big group of sensory devices. After this, the catalogs were scanned and needed parameters were searched. The sensory devices which fulfilled the concrete criteria of availability were chosen. Not the latest step was a testing. By testing a lot of sensory devices were eliminated and stayed the appropriate sensory devices.
As you can see in the figure 2, in the assembly workspace, there are a many places where the sensory devices have to be allocated. The best places for this allocation are in the fixture, in the robot and its grippers (exchange grippers) as well.
This assembly cell was created for small series production so the assembled components are cup, spring, silver and black pistons and also black, red and silver cylindrical housings. These components are shown in the figure 6. There are many combinations of assemblage product. The silver piston is amounted with the black cylindrical housing, the black piston is amounted with red or silver piston. So there may be three different final products. 
Appropriate sensory devices of assembly workspace
From the conditions which were specified above, these appropriate sensory devices were chosen:
• optical sensory device with suppressed background,
• electromagnetic sensory device -Reed sensor.
How does the optical sensory device work? There is the working principle of the optical sensory devices in the figure 7. Fig.7 Working principle of optical sensory device
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The optical sensory device with suppressed background is located very close to fixture (you can see in the figure 8). This sensory device serves to assembly orientation. This sensory device was chosen because of small built-up space and also there is only small toe of cup where we can the optical ray change to minimum due to optical fiber in this sensory device. 
Summary
In this contribution there were the basics of automation mentioned and this was shown in our intelligent assembly cell. There was also an aspiration to show the selection of appropriate type of sensory devices.
The optical sensory device with suppressed background was chosen due to:
• electromagnetic immunity,
• wide dynamic range, • electrical isolation, • amenable to multiplexing, • compact and light. Reed sensory devices were chosen due to their properties and our requirements such as:
• small size, • safety, • hermetically sealed in glass environment → no contamination,
• wide dynamic range,
• high-speed operation,
• high reliability, • immunity to electrostatic discharge, • ambient resistance,
• less sensitivity to electromagnetic interference, • electromagnetic immunity of the electromagnetic sensory devices [8] .
In the future we would like to use these knowledge and we would like to extend these sensory devices. We would like to use some other sensory devices for clamping of tools, changing of the clamp force and also we would like to use some 2D codes counters.
